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Graphical Visualisation of the MCNP Mesh Tally File
Mario Matijević, Krešimir Trontl, Domagoj Markota

Summary — This paper presents an updated version of the MTV3D 
(Mesh Tally Visualization in 3D) program with Windows graphical 
user interface for visualization of the MCNP-based mesh tally files. 
Several improvements over the previous program version are addre-
ssing better figure export functionality (»Save as« option), switching 
between linear and logarithmic values on axes, dynamic figure scaling 
in active window, inversion of relative errors from “max” to “min” 
values, etc. MCNP is a well known and widely used general purpose 
Monte Carlo computer code for neutron, photon and electron tran-
sport simulation through arbitrary three-dimensional configurations. 
An important feature of the MCNP code is a graphical display of the 
simulation model using auxiliary program, such as X-window server, 
which is useful for geometry error-checking during model setup and 
visualisation of Monte Carlo results from a mesh tally file (i.e. meshtal 
file) over a structured xyz mesh. Such inspection of the model is useful 
for the end user, providing an insight of the Monte Carlo convergence 
process in a phase space and effectiveness of the selected variance re-
duction parameters in shielding calculations. Basic features and func-
tionalities of the updated MTV3D program are presented on some 
selected hybrid-shielding problems involving ADVANTG3.0.3 and 
MCNP6.1.1b codes.

Keywords — mesh tally, hybrid shielding, Monte Carlo, MCNP, 
ADVANTG

I. Introduction

This paper presents new features and capabilities of the 
graphical visualization tool MTV3D [1] (Mesh Tally Visu-
alisation in 3D) for displaying the mesh tally ASCII file of 

the Monte Carlo (MC) program MCNP [2]. The MTV3D was de-
veloped several years ago and this updated version contains several 
improvements over the original version addressing some shortco-
mings in practical usage. The mesh tally file of the MCNP program 
(meshtal file) contains user-defined superimposed structured mesh, 
independent from Monte Carlo problem geometry. It is developed 
as a special tally type, covering desired portions of user’s model for 
capturing particle flux or any other response with relative errors. 
The MCNP program is distributed without a built-in tool for dis-
playing a mesh tally, so standard approach is plotting with X server 
for Windows [3], such as Cygwin [4] or Xming [5] free tools. The 
same X server tools can be used for plotting MC model geometry 
and eventual weight windows (WWINP file) when variance reduc-

tion (VR) approach is needed. Using such tools for visualization 
of mesh-based objects is very useful for MCNP user, since they 
provide a useful insight in several phases of work: 

1. geometry inspection during input checking; 

2. weight windows quality inspection; 

3. mesh tally flux convergence inspection, i.e. effectiveness 
of VR parameters. 

The X server graphical emulators on Windows for mesh tally 
plotting are very useful but are essentially basic in their nature, so 
custom development of similar mesh-based graphical tools can 
be useful for practical applications. This paper presents such an 
effort to develop a graphical visualization tool for displaying the 
mesh tally file of MCNP program. Several improvements over the 
previous program version are addressing better figure export func-
tionality (»Save as« option), switching between linear and loga-
rithmic values on axes, dynamic figure scaling in active window, 
inversion of relative errors from “max” to “min” values, etc. Ho-
pefully, this graphical tool will find its place in a daily work with 
MCNP at the Faculty of Electrical Engineering and Computing.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Chapter 2 gives 
a short description of a well known Los Alamos National Labo-
ratory (LANL) MCNP code. Chapter 3 gives a short overview of 
the mesh tally file which can be generated using the FMESH card 
of MCNP code. Chapter 4 gives an overview of the program to-
ols (modules) used for the MTV3D application development: MS 
Windows SDK (WinAPI, DirectX, GDI+), C++, and Microsoft 
Visual Studio. The MTV3D structure in C++ language for native 
Windows platform is presented in Chapter 5. Basic features and 
functionality of MTV3D are presented in Chapter 6 for real-life 
shielding problems, such as stationary cask for PWR spent fuel 
assemblies and spent fuel dry storage building dose distributions. 
Conclusions and referenced literature are given at the end of the 
paper.

II. MCNP Code of the LANL
The MCNP [2] is a general-purpose Monte Carlo N-Particle 

radiation transport code that simulates neutrons from 0-20 MeV, 
photons and electrons from 1 keV to 100 GeV. Several nuclear 
engineering applications of MCNP are nuclear criticality safety, 
oil-well logging, radiation shielding, medical radiation modelling, 
aerospace, etc. MCNP features detailed continuous-energy physics 
to provide a near-predictive model of how radiation interacts with 
matter. It has been continuously developed for over 60 years and 
has been widely used internationally for over 40 years. Regardless 
of the problem nature, many statistical trials or particle histories 
are required for MC simulation to converge to an acceptable so-
lution. For that purpose, the variance reduction techniques (VR) 
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are standard tools for biasing a normal random walk of simula-
tion particles, so important parts of the phase space are sampled 
more often at the expense of the less important ones. In particular, 
a well-known VR technique weight windows (WW) controls the 
particle population in space, time and energy by splitting particles 
into many low-weighted samples and, at the same time, rouletting 
unimportant particles into few high-weighted samples. MCNP 
code has a stochastic WW generator (WWG card) for generating 
WW over a user-defined superimposed structured mesh. This ge-
nerates an auxiliary WWINP file, containing WW space-energy 
data, used to accelerate the final MCNP run. Alternatively, the user 
can construct deterministic WW using ADVANTG [6] code, based 
on the method of discrete ordinates (so called SN method) [7][8]. 
The ADVANTG has been successfully applied to neutron, photon, 
and coupled neutron-photon simulations of real-world radiation 
detection and shielding scenarios [9].

III. MESH Tally Data Structure
The mesh tally file was initially introduced in MCNP5v1.6 and 

is created with the FMESH card containing description of a su-
perimposed structured mesh covering the problem geometry whi-
le the results are written to a separate ASCII file with the default 
name »meshtal« [2]. The track length estimate of the particle flux 
averaged over a mesh cell is the default MC estimator, but user 
can change this flux solution to any desired response, such as dose 
rates or reaction rates, typically by using an energy-dependent res-
ponse function (DE+ DF cards) or with tally multiplier (FM card). 
The MCNP results are always normalized to unit source intensity, 
corresponding to a source which emits one particle per second. 
This can be properly scaled with an optional keyword »factor« in 
the FMESH card. A simple definition of the neutron mesh tally, 
with 100 cells (or bins) per x, y and z axis would look like the 
following:

c simple FMESH tally example in MCNP input

fmesh04:n	 geom=xyz		origin=xmin	ymin	zmin		factor=1.0

	 	 imesh=xmax		iints=100	$	number	of	x	bins

	 	 jmesh=ymax		jints=100	$	number	of	y	bins

	 	 kmesh=zmax		kints=100	$	number	of	z	bins

When projecting mesh tally results over the MCNP model ge-
ometry, the particle tracking routines are used to march through the 
model geometry in the plane of the plot frame, while the plotting 
algorithm reads and puts cell-based flux value. The ASCII meshtal 
file contains the following information:

• MCNP version number,

• title of the simulation problem from the MCNP input,

• number of histories simulated (for normalizing tallies),

• mesh tally ID number,

• particle type for tracking with mesh tally,

• information about optional response function to modify 
tally results,

• structured mesh dimensions (tally bin boundaries in x, y, z),

• cell-wise results as MC average with relative error.

A mesh tally file sample from the PCA benchmark [10][11] is 
depicted in Figure 1, where one can notice aforementioned infor-
mation about the LWR simulation model.

Fig.1. Mesh tally file structure

IV. Modular Structure of MTV3D Program
Interactive 3D graphics (zoom, rotation, cut plane, elevation, 

etc.) of MTV3D program were developed for MS Windows ope-
rating system. An overview of the program tools used for MTV3D 
development is presented next, including MS Windows SDK (Wi-
nAPI, DirectX, GDI+), C++, and Microsoft Visual Studio.

A. Microsoft Windows SDL Module
The MS Windows SDK (Software Development Kit) is a set 

of Operating System (OS) native tools for software development, 
while variety of APIs (Application Programming Interface) allows 
complete supervision of all resources, including CPU, Graphical 
Processing Unit (GPU) and RAM. The WinAPI is a primary tool 
for GUI (Graphical User Interface) development and has many vi-
sual elements, such as buttons (radio/check/click), textbox, select 
box, etc. Drawing of basic shapes is provided with GDI+ while 
more demanding graphical rendering is based on specialized Di-
rectX libraries, i.e. Direct3D performs 3D graphics rendering, whi-
le Direct2D takes care of 2D graphics. DirectWrite is quite helpful 
for text incorporating into D3D/D2D frames, as there is no exact 
tool to perform such operation in DirectX11. DirectXMath library’s 
methods simplify work of mathematical operations with vectors 
and matrices.

B. The C++ programming language
The C++ is an object-oriented programming language of third 

generation [12] created by Bjarne Stroustrup in the early 1980s as 
an extension of C language, the so called »C with classes«. The 
language has gone through process of standardization and became 
the most important programming language in the whole computer 
industry. The C++ has been modernized to keep up with other si-
milar languages and has also been enriched with elements of func-
tional programming paradigm. For that reason, the standard C++ 
v.17 has smart pointers, lambda expression, data type deduction, 
etc. It also has Standard Template Library (STL) which makes ea-
sier to manipulate data.

C. The Microsoft Visual Studio Environment
The MS Visual Studio is an IDE (Integrated Development 

Environment) for MS Windows OS. Within the IDE it is possi-
ble to develop applications for Windows OS, Xbox, Linux dis-
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length estimate of the particle flux averaged over a mesh cell is the default MC estimator, but user 
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The MCNP results are always normalized to unit source intensity, corresponding to a source which 
emits one particle per second. This can be properly scaled with an optional keyword "factor" in the 
FMESH card. A simple definition of the neutron mesh tally, with 100 cells (or bins) per x, y and z 
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developed for MS Windows operating system. An overview of the program tools used for MTV3D 
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tributions, Android OS and to integrate various technologies, of 
which C# with .NET and C++ are the most significant ones. The 
MS Visual Studio possesses its own compiler Visual C++. Web 
development is also part of offered possibilities. This IDE contains 
extremely useful debugger, code autocompletion, language syntax 
checker, insight into executable assembly code, etc. Important part 
of IDE is Remote Debugger with ability to build the software on 
one machine and to deploy and debug on another, even with diffe-
rent versions of OS.

V. MTV3D Program Improvements
The graphical visualization software is created under the 

acronym MTV3D (Mesh Tally Visualization in 3D) with a targeted 
platform of MS Windows 7. Accordingly, MS Windows SDK 8.1 
is used to cover Windows versions 7, 8, 8.1 and 10. Native MS Win-
dows SDK tools requiring C++ language are preferred to achie-
ve all intended features without any unwanted limitations, which 
would very likely to happen if a third party SDKs were used. The 
DirectX11 graphics APIs in this case are preferred to their counter-
parts like OpenGL API. Though OpenGL rendered graphics may 
result in a slightly better performance regarding the frame rate, the 
lack of platform support via Windows SDK represent an emerging 
issue in creation of a unique Windows cross-version (7 upwards) 
executable file. Starting with Windows 7, DirectX11 is contained 
within Windows OS. Considering that, the final executable file will 
not have any platform dependencies that are pre-required, such as 
runtime redistributables and DLLs (Dynamic Link Libraries). The 
MTV3D program has a user interactive GUI with the main win-
dow shown in Figure 2, offering a list of projects that are currently 
open by the user.

Fig. 2. Selection of a project inside the Main Window

The list shows filenames, size of files, creation date and last 
modification time of projects. The user can load a new project or 
close any of already opened. When loading a “meshtal” file, it is 
assumed by default that the file is UTF-8 encoded. Each loaded 
project has its own execution thread and main window consisting 
of MCNP data: MC average values (left window) and associated 
relative errors (right window). This is shown in Figure 3 for a po-
int gamma source (1.85·107 phot/s with 1 MeV) located inside a 4 
cm thick spherical iron shield, with mesh tally consisting 0.5·106 
cells (cut plane z=0 cm). The default plot is with linear scale and 
zero-valued cells are depicted in white (label “irrelevant”). The lo-
garithmic scale is depicted in Figure 4, giving a more inuitive flux 
distribution over the same cut plane.

Fig. 3. Mesh tally gamma flux (phot/cm2/s) from point source inside an 
iron shield (lin scale)

Fig. 4. Mesh tally gamma flux (phot/cm2/s) from point source inside an 
iron shield (log scale)

The selection of a cut-plane is done within the active win-
dow by selecting orthogonal plane and intersection value (x, y or 
z). This creates a new execution thread and a new window with 
MCNP results corresponding to a selected cut-plane. The plane va-
lues are then automaticaly elevated in z-axis to produce a surface 
plot effect in 3D. Top view of this surface plot is shown in Figure 5, 
giving classical 2D flux distribution in z=0 cm plane.

Fig. 5. Top view of the gamma flux surface plot in z=0 cm plane

Surface plot generally gives a better insight into a MC conver-
gence process and effectiveness of the employed VR parameters. 
Inside this surface plot window it is further possible to select an 
independent axis, after which a new window is created showing 
the curve plot of MC results as a function of selected axis. This 
option is shown in Figure 6 for an independent x-axis, where one 
can notice gamma flux in yellow and relative errors in pink.

Fig. 6. Curve plot of gamma flux (phot/cm2/s) with relative errors in 
x-axis (cm)
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Figure 6: Curve plot of gamma flux (phot/cm2/s) with relative errors in x-axis (cm) 

 
It is possible to dynamically interact with a model by means of rotation and zooming. The 

rotation is a two-step process: the first step is around the vector from the centre of the viewport and 
the second step is around the vector orthogonal to the mouse pointer vector, observed from the 
centre of the viewport. The rotation steps are then combined to form a final rotation. The zooming 
is performed with a mouse scrolling option. Another useful feature is a visibility of grid lines and 
axes values, which can be turned on/off by selecting the appropriate checkboxes. 

6 SELECTED MTV3D APPLICATIONS 

Basic features and functionality of MTV3D program for visualization of MCNP mesh tally 
are presented next for some selected shielding results of the Spent Fuel Dry Storage Project of the 
NPP Krško [13]. The presented intermediate results are taken from an early stage of the project and 
are not reflecting the final updated design of spent fuel casks nor a dry storage building. The 
intention is only to demonstrate capabilities of MTV3D program in visualization of MC neutron 
flux distributions and assocciated errors. The final Independent expert Evaluation Report (IER) 
providing all model details and MC results of the transport cask (HI-TRAC) [14], storage cask (HI-
STORM) [15] and dry storage building (DSB) can be found in report [13]. 

 
6.1 HI-STORM Storage Cask 

 
The MCNP model of the HI-STORM storage cask is depicted in Figure 7 [15]. The 

multipurpose canister (MPC), housing 37 spent fuel assemblies from NPP Krško, is inserted in a 
thick concrete structure with upper and lower ventilation openings. The point detectors at cask 
surface are placed at inlet vents, cask midplane, outlet vents, and top lid (centre, annulus, edge). The 
hybrid shielding methodology of ADVANTG code was used for variance reduction (VR) 
preparation which optimized MCNP neutron dose rates (in rem/hr) at detector locations. The mesh 
tally had 1.2 million cells covering cask with surrounding air. The point detector neutron dose rates 
in cask midplane are shown using MTV3D in Figure 8 (surface plot), while 2D distribution (top 
view) is depicted in Figure 9. 
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It is possible to dynamically interact with a model by means of 
rotation and zooming. The rotation is a two-step process: the first 
step is around the vector from the centre of the viewport and the 
second step is around the vector orthogonal to the mouse pointer 
vector, observed from the centre of the viewport. The rotation steps 
are then combined to form a final rotation. The zooming is per-
formed with a mouse scrolling option. Another useful feature is a 
visibility of grid lines and axes values, which can be turned on/off 
by selecting the appropriate checkboxes.

VI. Selected MTV3D Applications
Basic features and functionality of MTV3D program for visu-

alization of MCNP mesh tally are presented next for some selected 
shielding results of the Spent Fuel Dry Storage Project of the NPP 
Krško [13]. The presented intermediate results are taken from an 
early stage of the project and are not reflecting the final updated 
design of spent fuel casks nor a dry storage building. The intention 
is only to demonstrate capabilities of MTV3D program in visu-
alization of MC neutron flux distributions and assocciated errors. 
The final Independent expert Evaluation Report (IER) providing 
all model details and MC results of the transport cask (HI-TRAC) 
[14], storage cask (HI-STORM) [15] and dry storage building 
(DSB) can be found in report [13].

A. HI-STORM Storage Cask
The MCNP model of the HI-STORM storage cask is depic-

ted in Figure 7 [15]. The multipurpose canister (MPC), housing 37 
spent fuel assemblies from NPP Krško, is inserted in a thick concre-
te structure with upper and lower ventilation openings. The point 
detectors at cask surface are placed at inlet vents, cask midplane, 
outlet vents, and top lid (centre, annulus, edge). The hybrid shi-
elding methodology of ADVANTG code was used for variance 
reduction (VR) preparation which optimized MCNP neutron dose 
rates (in rem/hr) at detector locations. The mesh tally had 1.2 milli-
on cells covering cask with surrounding air. The point detector 
neutron dose rates in cask midplane are shown using MTV3D in 
Figure 8 (surface plot), while 2D distribution (top view) is depicted 
in Figure 9.

Fig. 7. MCNP model of the HI-STORM cask

Fig. 8. Neutron dose rates (rem/hr) in cask midplane

Fig. 9. Top view of neutron dose rates (rem/hr) in cask midplane

One can notice location of small relative errors corresponding 
to a point detector on the left side of the cask while unimportant 
regions have high errors (in red) or don’t have any results at all (in 
white). Additional rotation of surface plots in different cut-plane 
can assist user in VR effectiveness inspection. The curve plot of 
neutron dose rates in x-axis is shown in Figure 10 using MTV3D, 
where cells with small MC error correspond to point detector 
surroundings.

Fig. 10. Curve plot of neutron dose rates (rem/hr) with relative errors in 
x-axis (cm)

B. Dry storage building for HI-STORM casks 
The MCNP model of the DSB (Figure 11) contains a HI-

STORM cask array 7x9 located in a concrete building with thick 
foundations. This tentative model had 63 casks filled with the same 
averaged neutron-gamma source, corresponding to a spent fuel co-
oling period of 59 years. The steel roof for gamma skyshine was 
introduced in the later phase of the model together with a detailed 
source of the individual cask depending on real simulated Cam-
paign. The hybrid shielding methodology was used to optimize 
neutron dose rates (in rem/hr) inside and outside the DSB. The 
location and dimensions of the cask transfer doors proved to be an 
important path for particle streaming inside the building. The mesh 
tally showing global neutron dose rates over DSB is shown in Fi-
gure 12 (values omitted), while neutron dose rates in cask midplane 
are shown in Figure 13 and Figure 14 (top view). These initial solu-
tions demonstrated a need for VR refinement and insufficient MC 
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6.2 Dry storage building for HI-STORM casks  

 
The MCNP model of the DSB (Figure 11) contains a HI-STORM cask array 7x9 located in a 

concrete building with thick foundations. This tentative model had 63 casks filled with the same 
averaged neutron-gamma source, corresponding to a spent fuel cooling period of 59 years. The steel 
roof for gamma skyshine was introduced in the later phase of the model together with a detailed 
source of the individual cask depending on real simulated Campaign. The hybrid shielding 
methodology was used to optimize neutron dose rates (in rem/hr) inside and outside the DSB. The 
location and dimensions of the cask transfer doors proved to be an important path for particle 
streaming inside the building. The mesh tally showing global neutron dose rates over DSB is shown 
in Figure 12 (values omitted), while neutron dose rates in cask midplane are shown in Figure 13 and 
Figure 14 (top view). These initial solutions demonstrated a need for VR refinement and 
insufficient MC histories over 1.1 million cells since statistical noise proved to be quite high in the 
desired regions. This notorious slow convergence of the neutron-gamma dose rates at distant 
regions, well below background radiation level, was thoroughly investigated in [13][14][15] with 
different tally objects, until satisfactory MC errors were achieved. 
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histories over 1.1 million cells since statistical noise proved to be 
quite high in the desired regions. This notorious slow convergen-
ce of the neutron-gamma dose rates at distant regions, well below 
background radiation level, was thoroughly investigated in [13][14]
[15] with different tally objects, until satisfactory MC errors were 
achieved.

Fig. 11. MCNP model of the DSB

Fig. 12. DSB neutron dose rates (rem/hr) with relative errors (global)

Fig. 13. DSB neutron dose rates (rem/hr) with relative errors (cask 
midplane)

Fig. 14. DSB neutron dose rates (rem/hr) with relative errors (top view)

Results of neutron dose rates (in rem/hr) outside of DSB are 
shown in Figure 15 and Figure 16 (top view), showing the necessity 
for improved VR parameters and more CPU time for increased 
number of MC histories.

Fig. 15. DSB external neutron dose rates (rem/hr) with relative errors 
(cask midplane)

Fig. 16. DSB external neutron dose rates (rem/hr) with relative errors (top 
view)

VII. Conclusions
This paper presents an updated version of MTV3D program 

for visualization of the MCNP mesh tally file. The main features 
of the MTV3D program are 3D visualization of mesh-based results 
(MC mean values and relative errors), cut-plane results with ele-
vate transformation producing surface plots, and curve plots for 
selected independent axes. The choice of program modules used 
for MTV3D development was determined by Windows operating 
system. The MS Windows SDK 8.1 was used which supports Win-
dows versions from 7 to 10. Application controls are implemented 
using procedures from Win32 interface and Windows Controls 
library. Graphical unification of points was done via DirectX11 
API collection, including DirectWrite on text rendering. Transfor-
mations over matrices and vectors were done using DirectXMath 
library, while 2D rendering is based on GDI+ class-based API. 
The MTV3D supports multicore CPU architecture, multithreaded 
environment processing, and simultaneous work with several open 
projects. The capabilities of MTV3D were demonstrated for se-
veral real-life shielding problems, namely spent fuel dry storage 
building of NPP Krško. Future work on MTV3D will introduce 
additional options for mesh tally plotting and possibility to read 
external WWINP file of MCNP.
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Figure 10: Curve plot of neutron dose rates (rem/hr) with relative errors in x-axis (cm) 
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Figure 12: DSB neutron dose rates (rem/hr) with relative errors (global) 

 
 

 
Figure 13: DSB neutron dose rates (rem/hr) with relative errors (cask midplane) 

 
 
 

 
Figure 14: DSB neutron dose rates (rem/hr) with relative errors (top view) 
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Figure 13: DSB neutron dose rates (rem/hr) with relative errors (cask midplane) 
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Figure 15: DSB external neutron dose rates (rem/hr) with relative errors (cask midplane) 
 
 

 
Figure 16: DSB external neutron dose rates (rem/hr) with relative errors (top view) 

7 CONCLUSIONS 

This paper presents an updated version of MTV3D program for visualization of the MCNP 
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Figure 15: DSB external neutron dose rates (rem/hr) with relative errors (cask midplane) 
 
 

 
Figure 16: DSB external neutron dose rates (rem/hr) with relative errors (top view) 
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